Share From Your Heart Survey Summary
Commons Cluster of the UN NGO Major Group
During this challenging time, please join us in sharing from your heart. As a global community, we will all benefit from your
contribution to build a sense of world unity, inspire transformative initiatives and co-create a thriving planet that fosters
harmony and love for all Humans, Animals and Nature.
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Location: Worldwide

US - Atlanta, Rockaway Beach, New York, Philadelphia, Colorado; Mexico; India -Sri Lanka; Peru - Lima; The
Netherlands -Ultrech, Naarden, Voorschoten, Zwolle; Spain, Bangladesh - Dhaka; Africa - Nigeria; England - London

Feelings: Mixed and Shifting Spanning the Range of Human Emotion

Mixed and Shifting Feelings. Comfortable, Hope, Anxiety, Sadness, Hope, Gratitude, Love, Appreciation, OK, Worried,
Grief, Anger, Fear, Calm, Present, Wonder, Concerned, Excited, Joy, Abundance, Scarcity, Compassion, Self-Blame,
Peace, Frustration, Disconnected, Equanimity, Uncertainty, Motivated, Reflective, Numb, Apprehensive, Connected,
Expansive, Isolated, Relief, Disbelief, Numb, Corona scare a ruse/Surprised by this.

Challenges: Adjusting to Economic, Emotional & Practical Ramifications of Covid 19
Come to grips with possibly of never seeing my loved ones again and the enormity of changes that are and are not
coming about.
Uncertainty about whether COVID 19 will affect me or my dear ones and not being able to plan. Miss meeting colleagues.
Obstructs from theory to practices. Politicizing the present situation.
Keeping in touch with people who are in need of attention.
Dealing with the grief.
Having compassion for those who do not grasp the danger of this pandemic. Responding thoughtfully rather than
reflexively.

Mental stress from rising fundamentalism and increasing authoritarian tendencies in rulers.
Adapting my work to the COVID-19 scenario.
Fiscal Stability, acquiring residual contributions, Providing deliverables to the communities I serve.
Lack of consistent power to generate and power my working systems.
Lack of enough financial and material resources to scale up my social and products innovations for the benefit of the
wider and global community.
Taking precautions to not get infected.
Uncertainty of what could happen to my job and age discrimination.
Survival, keeping sane, putting all that happens into perspective.
Unable to work on my regular projects.
Number of starving people is increasing and emergency food organization short on funds.
Financial as no work from clients.
Struggling with getting fundraising for foundation.
Feeling a sense of urgency to plant big seeds of change now.
Respect new boundaries people have about going without a mask or ... touching their utensils ... and respect people in
their beliefs and fears about getting ill.

Personal Opportunities: Complete Work, Spiritual & Personal Growth, Connect With Others,
Access Creativity, Self-Expression
Expansion and energy to help manifest radical change.
Clean up, plant trees and conduct awareness programs.
Take more time to reflect and thank God for life, breath, food and shelter.
Work on policy development, advocacy and training.
Write stories and a book.
Use internet and digital means to connect with people to keep in touch, support their growth and provide family support.
Phase out of the workaday world and contemplate life without immediate fear of the money running out.
Spiritual opportunity. I feel like I’ve lived my entire life to prepare for this moment.
Evolving and every day brings a new set of opportunities.
Bring calm, laughter and perspective to people who need it, expressing my faith and how it carries me.
Become more connected with others, understand their challenges and be more driven by love, solidarity and common
purpose.
Deepen self-love and self-acceptance.
Poverty, Hunger and Injustice of Covid 19 help my thinking and latent creative ability to come up with new solutions.
Use unharnessed natural and human resources for the betterment of our world.
Utilize the abundance of workforce and volunteering team.
Lead my staff to new scenarios (broader and more creative) that we tackled because of the covid19.
Growth, healing, let go of the past and find a way to contribute to the future.

Work on what I love.
Respond to my calling.
Do the ministry at the United Nations to advocate for human rights and human dignity.
Catch up with my life a little bit.
Express Beliefs: Covid is not a killer, it is a teacher. If you live in harmony with your body, you are not likely to die of
Covid.
Stand still and rethink my life.

Global Opportunities to Transform the World: Begin New Projects/Initiatives, Use Pandemic as
Jumping Off Point - Economic, Environmental, Love & Respect, Rethink and Take Action on
Values, Global Change to Love, Justice & Sustainability
Create a council within the UN to determine and measure environmental variables before an occurrence.
Projects: Basic Income for All People and a Marshall Plan for our Earth and BUILDING AN ECONOMICALLY
SUSTAINBLE GLOBAL COMMUNITY FROM THE BOTTOM UP.
Respecting nature rather than destroying her.
Transformation via Sustainable Development Goals and adapting 17 Goals.
More local food, Communities working together, Curb free trade of multinationals.
To change the way of thinking: instead of weapons and war making, support people to live in a human and respectful way.
Game changer of great magnitude. An awakening. Clear reckoning and choices to make. Chance to change everything in
order to gracefully emerge.
Become Stewards of the Earth. Wake-up call to the excessive damage we have been inflicted on the planet for
generations. The path through is selflessness.
The opportunity is to recognize that there are no map divisions for the human race (or a biologic threat).
Ordinary people are consumers -- of food, of information, of entertainment. Corona pandemic offers an opportunity for
everyone to rethink their values.
We are at a turning point. Challenge structures responsible for the wide scope and differentiated effects of the pandemic,
our broken economic system and its roots colonialism.
Heal ourselves and all life on this planet, if we are willing to open our eyes, see the truth and take action.
Allow nature to exist.
Creativity and innovation from us, the people.
A total global change to a more sustainable and loving world.
Eradicate Poverty, Hunger and Injustices and create an inclusive, harmonious and sustainable world.
Environmental Issues.
Save marginalized and vulnerable people and the future of economy.
Balance health and wealth.
Changes in our relationships, especially with Nature.
As a Commons Cluster we have huge outreach resources and deep knowledge about the UN and access to
governments. We have an amazing amount of heart, love and creativity

Improve our conceptions of life, become more understanding and tolerant people, without distinction by race, religion, sex
or social condition.
Less globalization, deforestation, reduction in greenhouse gas emittance into the atmosphere through the use of natural
energy, more so hydrogen (0 emittance) and solar combined.
Plant indigenous shrubbery and forest life in areas to ensure sustainability and the ability for life forms to grow and
prosper within natural habitats limiting the spread of disease within the forest population.
Reorient actions for healthier, less consumer patterns, and sustainable planet; a more conscious economic system that
significantly reduces inequalities and poverty and increasing the welfare of all habitants of the world.
Developing consciousness and living in the now. Connecting with nature & expand a natural awareness - from this state a
new way of life can emerge.
The feeling of being one, no matter where we live, we are all fighting this together.
Radical shift in Education, Economics and at the foundation of that.
Values aligned with what the Native Peoples call 'Original Instructions'.
Areas that are less touched by humans than they were.
Reduce the need for transportation.
Communicate telepathically to take the strain off the internet.
Listen more to nature.
A feminist economy that is based on human rights and enables everyone to thrive and to enjoy free access to appropriate
and quality health systems/care.
Address Poverty and Hunger, Education, Sustainable Nature & Practices.
Food is the most mysterious of our challenges. America produces 5 times its consumption yet, we have starving people
here and abroad.
Instead of spending millions of dollars for medicines, research, patient care and other expenses due to Covid 19, support
the community with their one months need of basic food and lockout the country completely for a month. Then maintain
our atmosphere as it is now and reduce food waste and eliminate artificial food, etc.
Innovations in Green based economy that help humanity live in harmony with nature.
People in remote places without basic health facilities and drinking water.
Our message to the world needs to be congruent with the urgency of the problem. It is no longer sufficient to "present the
facts" and hope people rise to the challenge.

Gifts/Talents/Skills/Experience: Broad Scope - Counseling, Spiritual, Education, Science,
Social Change
Wide and in-depth knowledge about the UN and how it works. Able to do an outreach both to civil society and to the UN
and governments worldwide.
Communicating with animals/nature and sharing their voice. Counseling and coaching in navigating through the
stress/fear/grief. Healing through writing and mindfulness.
Problem solver, especially in the areas of architecture that addresses housing and communities. Addressing groups and
holding their attention. Good mind and understand virtually anything on a functional level.
Piece of land in Colorado - make it a beautiful home for nature and for animals and turn it into a living forest for animals,
people, gatherings about animal communication, living completely in harmony with resident (domestic and wild) animals,
spiders, dandelions, everything.

Peacemaking in our local peace group.
Administrative, finance & accounting - spiritual development - coaching - restructuring - creative development - writing drawing.
Attention, authorship (especially in Dutch), drawings, inspiration to live in simplicity.
I am a Connector and do this in a way that is 'organic' and scalable, connecting: people, knowledge, teachings, initiatives.
Supporting people to reach their dreams. Editing, critiquing artwork and photography; and construct projects.
Empathy, compassion, solidarity and prayers.
Knowledge and experience in environmental issues.
Strategic thinking, Research and Innovation Development, Creative Writing, Digital technology for inclusive and
accessible learning and education.
Entrepreneurship development for Decent work and economic growth and Industry Innovations and Infrastructure
development in line with SDGS.
Reflection, patience, inclusion, positive ideas, knowledge sharing.
Teach and communicate developing topics of global interest, such as the protection of our nature, with personal habits.
Connecting various issues and developing holistic approaches to solutions
Optimism. Finding an alternative solution in any given situation. Ability to adapt as well and working for people in need.
Knowledge sharing by communication, Development of Policy and policy framework, Preparing curriculum, Conducting
advocacy and training and lecturing.
Able to bring calm to people who need it. Express my faith and how it carries me. Make people laugh. Sharing hope.
Help others distill down to simple terms they can see and organize for themselves.
Bring traditional wisdom to a broad audience and to ignite more Change Warriors and Change Angels.
innovator, strategic thinker, social entrepreneur and creative writer.
Studies and knowledge in Pharmacology to create a cure for CORONAVIRUS, Develop a preventive measure against
coronavirus.
Works on securing a decent and Perfect World which have been endorsed even at the National, Africa regional and
Global levels.

Vision of a Perfect World: Love, Peace, Harmony, Stewards of the Earth
A world where everyone can come into their own in their own ways; where because of that the feeling of love and
benevolence for our fellow human beings and forms of life as well as Mother Earth is overflowing and a global community
can develop based on love and caring and the well-being of all people and the whole of Nature.
All life forms thrive in peace and harmony. Animals and nature are revered. Love is expressed in all activities and is a way
of life.
Society is evolutionary with the ability to predict social upheaval and dissidence before its occurrence through the
legislative, communal togetherness, and the promotion of innovation. All things flow and are mutable like water.
A just world with inhabitants mutually respecting each other, and are sensitive to the plight of humans and non-human
beings, where spirituality and philosophical inquiry is as valued as scientific pursuits and artistic expressions, and those
working to take care of others through their physical labor is as valued, as those putting in mental labor.
Compassion, empathy and kindness. No children will cry for hunger, no women will be abused and people will live without
inequality.

Nothing called Perfect World but work towards sustainable world.
Capitalism is restricted. Excessive unearned privilege is stemmed. Social programs are woven into capitalism to maintain
balance. The basic needs of all societies are met; food, shelter and healthcare.
Education and healthcare are imperative. The commitment of all societies. The US military budget redirected to education
and healthcare.
Fossil fuel is consumed at a minimum and ultimately, not at all. This resource rerouted to sustainable energy.
My perfect world is right here, right now; at least all of the components to bake the cake. It really does not have to take
that long. We all simply have to want it and be willing to sacrifice for only a moment.
A world where systems of oppression that continue to marginalize and discriminate based on gender socio-economic
status, religious beliefs, caste, race, disability, age, ethnicity and geographical location are no longer acceptable and
where social, political economic, religious and cultural circumstances guarantee equality of outcomes for all genders
irrespective of their intersecting identities.
More time and space would appear for people learning and using their skills positively.... and for having unlimited
numbers of kitties and puppies and kids (goats) and lambs and foals and koalas... that would be awesome.
Americans would be required to spend time living in third world countries to see that the American paradigm does not
exist everywhere. Not all countries follow America’s example of worshiping celebrities and disposable goods and smooth
walk- and driveways. People would understand that germs are not what causes illness, but that poor health is what
attracts germs. That food does not all have to be packaged... pre-cut fruits and vegetables would be practically outlawed.
People would have TIME to prepare and eat food in harmony with the food and with their own health. Food products
would contain only food and not toxic chemicals. This whole working for money for an employer and families living
separately for most of each day would be drastically changed or reduced. No such thing as the 1% owning the world.
Death would be accepted as part of life -- not something to be avoided at all costs and feared.
Law enforcement would not be in charge of judging our lives.
Missing a day of work or school due to a cold (or measles) would not be something to fear.
We would celebrate people like Tesla and Antoine Bechamp instead of Edison and Pasteur.
True free speech and free thought.
No big pharma, just herbs (conventional first aid is mostly fine)
All people have an income which is enough to live with enough food and schooling and health for the children. Where we
resolve conflicts in a non-violent way.
Involvement and connection of all people, everyone is included - everyone receives the same level of basic care, nurturing
and health services. people are given a chance to grow and learn, share and live life through connection to all.
No hate, no racism, no terrorism, no comparison, no jealousy, no fear.
People all live, work, thrive, grow, play, relax and heal together.
Community life is a standard way of living.
We are all one together.
We are like mycorrhizae. We find each other without self-interest and feed not only ourselves, but in the first place each
other, the earth and everything what lives on it. We find ways to make this happen, and the right people with wisdom and
knowledge will get the authority in the place intended for them.
World is in balance and harmony with Nature and all of Creation.
Nature is known to be our collective source of energy and guiding wisdom.
Humans are in balance: as individuals, with themselves, among each other and of course with all other living beings and
spiritual beings.

Our Values of connectedness, compassion and respect for all that is living ensure balance between individuals and
communities. This includes not taking more than you need, sharing your abundance and for those who wish to, reinstilling local community living.
World has re-integrated wisdom from and interaction with Elders into their educational system. The Perfect World
dismissed growth as primary driver and replaced it with the goal for absolute circularity. The Perfect World has re-valued
our daily habits and modern beliefs to fit within sustainability goals, for instance public and self-powered transport over
cars and airplanes, making over purchasing, cyclical relationships over marriage, commons over ownership. There is
room for ambition in the Perfect World, yet greed and insatiable growth is frowned upon. Time to spend on life's
essentials: loving, playing, being, learning, creating, each other.
A basic income or commons, or a combination are implemented to reduce dependency on, and time spent earning
money. We have a healthy view of life and death; we know how to nourish ourselves and to keep all life in balance.
A world of dignity – both personal and liberally applied to others. Birds, animals, insects – in fact, all of the living/ moving
life on Earth – share in that place of value and meaning. The world of plants complements our endeavors in true
partnership; we finally embrace the divine command to bless and cherish the earth – each providing according to its
capabilities.
Science is deeply regarded as the left-brain representation of reality while spirituality enlightens understanding of rightbrain feelings and perceptions. The world is endless in its implications because it is open to constant change just as the
sun rising in the east heralds the dawning of a new day.
No one is left behind. or in want of food, water or medicines, all are safe, secure and enjoy life to its fullness loving and
being loved.
There are no differences based on gender, society treat everybody with respect and dignity. All are free to act as
responsible citizens no matter what one's identity is. Children are taught values and principles before rules and laws.
There are no weapons and prisons but community service and compulsory learning of the values if anyone happens to
“miss the steps.” There are role models everywhere for the youngsters to learn from. Adults are eager to guide the
children and youth. Women and men not only share household responsibilities but political decision too as equal leaders
aiming at the common good. Greed and apathy are not heard of, but unity and love are all people know and practice.
People are other centered as much as self-centered when it comes to needs and wants.
Society accepts and respects not only other human beings but animals and all in the community of life.
People live in harmony with Mother Nature and needs met through mutual nurturing. There is joy and laughter of children
as birds chirp and clean rivers flow in dance. Forests beneath the clear sky and deep blue oceans absorbs all the carbon
dioxide and green lush trees give the oxygen in need. As nature flourish, people rejoice with health and wealth to enjoy
life. All share the power and workload each according to their gifts and talents. People praise God in gratitude and God
smile at her children ever ready to bless in abundance! God, Humans and Nature become one big family, yes that is my
vision of a perfect world.
Striving on the principles of inclusion with the right to living in accordance with the UN Chapters on Human Rights. The
right of all to decent means of livelihood, quality education, right to freedom and justice without oppression and injustices
could help reduce the frictions among the nations of the world.
Heathy, that is equal, that is just, and fare. A world that is evolving for better and not for worse.
People respect and help each other, without differences of religion, culture, race, sex. that they can see each other as
human beings, with compassion, love and solidarity, and protection with our environment.

Thank you for your participation in the Share from Your Heart Survey! Around the world,
together we can process our Feelings, face Our Challenges, apply our Gifts/Talents/Skills/
Experience to Personal & Global Opportunities and create a Perfect World!

